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Abstract 

 
Biosimilar insulin, as an alternative to originator insulin, is combative to the ongoing issue of continuously rising 

prices of insulin and reduces out-of-pocket costs for diabetic patients. However, because of patient and physician 

unawareness and concerns about safety and efficacy, it is not widely used in the United States pharmaceutical market. 

The introduction of widespread use of biosimilar insulin would create competition in the United States insulin market, 

driving price reduction and increasing accessibility. By exploring the similarity of biosimilar insulin and its respective 

originator products to compare safety and clinical efficacy in order to establish biosimilar as a feasible alternative, it 

was determined that the Food and Drug Administration requires the primary amino acid sequences of biosimilar 

insulin to be identical to originator insulin, proving comparable competence in all experimental comparative research 

completed. Methods of patient education were evaluated in order to create a patient education model for biosimilar 

insulin in which physicians can properly communicate the safety and interchangeability of biosimilar insulin to 

diabetic patients. Due to subjective verbal risk descriptors (e.g. ‘common’, ‘likely’, ‘high chance’) as a current method 

of reporting probability risk of adverse effects, many physicians and patients are not fully educated on the 

qualifications of biosimilar insulin that ensure safety and efficacy, deterring patients from choosing a more financially 

accessible and interchangeable treatment option. When educating patients on the safety of biosimilar insulin, providing 

patients with side-by-side, graphical and numerical data on risk probability and comparability to originator insulin 

prevents subjective interpretation and overestimation of risk and allows patients to make educated decisions about 

their healthcare options.  
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1. Introduction  

 
Human insulin was the first biopharmaceutical drug to be registered and approved for therapeutic use in 1982. A 

biopharmaceutical contains substances that are produced or secreted by live cells. For diabetic patients, the 

biopharmaceutical, insulin, replaces or supplements the otherwise naturally produced insulin in order to maintain a 

state of homeostasis. In the past decade, many patents on biopharmaceutical, or originator insulin, have expired, 

initiating the possibility of the introduction of biosimilar insulin into the United States pharmaceutical market. 

   Regarding insulin, the term ‘biosimilar’ is defined as a biologic product that is similar in safety and efficacy, but not 

identical, to the already approved biopharmaceutical. Because biopharmaceutical drugs cannot be fully 

biotechnologically characterized, an identical copy of originator insulin is unobtainable. However, the Food and Drug 

Administration requires the primary amino acid sequences of biosimilar insulin to be identical to originator insulin to 

ensure safety, which is exhibited by comparable competence in all experimental comparative research completed. 

   The introduction of biosimilar insulin in the United States pharmaceutical market expands the number of treatment 

options to diabetic patients, creating competition between insulin producers. The surge of competition stimulates price 
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reduction, combatting the incessant rise in the expenditure of insulin in the United States. A decrease in insulin cost 

and alternative treatment options benefit diabetic patients by providing lower out-of-pocket costs and increased 

accessibility.  

   While the widespread use of biosimilar insulin as an alternative to originator insulin drives competition and lowers 

prices, biosimilar insulin is not currently commonly used in the United States pharmaceutical market as a result of 

safety concerns and confusion from patients and physicians. In the use of subjective verbal risk descriptors as a method 

of reporting probability risk of adverse effects, some physicians and patients are not fully educated on the 

qualifications of biosimilar insulin that ensure safety and efficacy, deterring patients from choosing a more financially 

accessible and interchangeable treatment option. When educating patients on the safety of biosimilar insulin, providing 

patients with numerical data on risk probability and side-by-side comparability to originator insulin prevents 

individual interpretation and overestimation of risk of biosimilar insulin and prevents the unwarranted deterrence of 

using biosimilar insulin as an alternative treatment option to originator insulin. 

 

 

2. The Interchangeability of Biosimilar Insulin 
 

Because the primary sequence of a biosimilar must be identical to that of the reference product and the quality 

attributes of all biologics, including both originator biologics and biosimilars, often vary from batch to batch within 

specified limitations, biosimilar insulin provides a comparable, safe, and efficient alternative to originator products of 

insulin. According to Sharpless of the Food and Drug Administration public hearing in 2019, The Future of Insulin 

Biosimilars: Increasing Access and Facilitating the Efficient Development of Biosimilar and Interchangeable Insulin 

Products, biosimilar insulin is deemed ‘interchangeable’ with originator insulin products, causing no additional 

adverse effect when alternating a patient’s form of treatment from originator insulin to biosimilar insulin13.  

   Sharpless of the Food and Drug Administration noted that biosimilar products must have an identical primary amino 

acid sequence as their respective originator biologics to be approved for market sales and to be deemed 

interchangeable. An interchangeable product, regarding biosimilar products, is defined as a product that produces the 

same clinical effect in any patient as the reference product with no additional risk. Patients alternating between the 

interchangeable and originator medication should result in no additional adverse effects. According to Pereira from 

the FDA public hearing on biosimilar insulin, the FDA approval process for biosimilars requires manufacturers to 

statistically prove the chemical and physiological similarities between the originator product and the biosimilar, in 

addition to having the same dosage form, strength, and route of administration.13 Statistically comparing the chemical 

and physiological properties of biosimilar insulin to originator insulin ensures interchangeability.  

   Tieu et al. observed eleven studies with biosimilar insulin and their reference products comparing safety, clinical 

efficacy, and pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic outcomes.15 Tieu et al. stated that in the five studies that 

examined clinical efficacy, the primary endpoint for the studies was the change in hemoglobin A1c from baseline to 

the end of time point, with differing end time points of 12 weeks to 26 weeks among the trials.15 Tieu et al. claimed 

that all trails showed equivalence between biosimilars and reference products regarding pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic outcomes15. They noted that these five studies also examined immunogenicity by using a validated 

radio immunoassay format. It was also stated that in two trials, Verma17 and Rosenstock14, there was a slightly higher 

percentage of patients developing anti-drug antibodies in the biosimilar group than in the originator insulin group, 

with 38.1% in the Basalog arm and 28.72% in the Lantus arm in the Verma17 trial, but explained that the difference in 

both cases was not statistically significant enough to prove inferiority of biosimilar insulin.15 It was also noted that in 

experimental studies completed that the proportion of antibodies developed was similar between biosimilar and 

reference groups. Tieu et al. claimed that immunogenicity, like clinical efficacy, was comparable across study groups 

in all eleven studies.15 

   Janjigian et al. suggested for physicians to not prevent patients from choosing biosimilars due to the small potential 

of adverse effects, as the benefits of clinical efficacy and increased accessibility outweigh the risks.12 In addition to 

the benefits, the probability of risk of adverse effects for patients being treated with biosimilar insulin is comparable 

to that of patients being treated with originator insulin. They stated that the misunderstanding of similarity of 

biosimilar products to its respective originator product may lead to improper prescribing patterns, or not prescribing 

a patient a more financially beneficial, interchangeable medication due to overestimation of risk.12  

   Improper prescribing patterns based on the potentiality of risk can lead to a higher probability of adverse effects 

than that of the actual biosimilar insulin. Inaccessibility of originator insulin due to cost is a widespread problem for 

uninsured patients in the United States. If a physician prescribes originator insulin due to the fear that biosimilar 
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insulin may have a greater risk, despite the patient not being able to afford the drug, the patient may be forced to ration 

insulin and skip doses. Missing doses of insulin can lead to hypoglycemia and, in some cases, premature death.  

 

 

3. Increasing Accessibility for Diabetic Patients 
 

Because of the introduction of new competition between biosimilar and originator insulin producers in the US 

pharmaceutical market, the price of biosimilar insulin, and insulin overall, will decrease. A decrease in insulin prices 

and additional treatment options benefit patients by providing lower out-of-pocket costs and increased accessibility. 

In the United States, reduced prices benefit uninsured patients at the highest rate.  

   Beran et al. of the Bulletin of the World Health Organization stated that the concept of security of supply is not only 

for everyday necessities such as access to water, food, and shelter, but it must also be applied to proper treatment for 

chronic diseases, such as insulin for diabetes.1 Beran et al. noted that regarding the security of supply for medicines, 

the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) considers three components of supply for medication: (i) uninterrupted 

supply, meaning the medication is largely accessible and there are no stock-outs, (ii) sustainable supply, meaning the 

market is attractive enough to maintain production capacity and attract new producers to increase competition, and 

(iii) good quality supply, meaning medications meet quality national and international standards.1 When accounting 

for the security of supply in the insulin market, biosimilar insulin could improve the components of interrupted supply 

and sustainable supply by driving competition and reducing prices, making insulin more accessible to all diabetic 

patients.  

   Cefalu et al. claimed that for many working Americans, being able to afford and access needed dosages of insulin 

is a matter of life or death.4 They stated that in recent years, insulin prices have increased substantially, causing many 

to have to choose between purchasing a drug to survive and paying for other necessities. Cefalu et al. claimed that the 

US list price of insulin increased by 15% to 17% within a time period of four years, while income remained relatively 

stagnant.4 These high cost increases and prescribing patterns favoring more expensive insulins have a negative impact 

on diabetic patients’ health. 

   Coleman et al. stated that health insurance coverage is one of the most important factors in obtaining access to health 

services, especially in cases of needed care, such as preventive services and regular care for chronic conditions.6 

According to the United States Census Bureau in 2018, the number of people without insurance in 2017 increased to 

nearly 28 million, and the number continues to have an upward trend.16 Coleman et al. reported that more than 80% 

of uninsured persons are wage earners or members of working families, and two-thirds are members of-low income 

families.6 The United States Census Bureau also reported that the uninsured population was disproportionately more 

likely to live in poverty. Due to the increasing prices of insulin, uninsured diabetic patients are at the highest risk to 

experience inaccessibility of obtaining the insulin required for proper treatment.16 

   According to Sharpless of the Food and Drug Administration public hearing, in 201013, Congress created a Biologics 

Price Competition Innovation Act, which allowed the approval of interchangeable products such as biosimilar insulin. 

Sharpless explained that the introduction of biosimilar insulin drives competition in the insulin market, combatting 

the three multinational companies that previously dominated 97% of the insulin market. The creation of competition 

in the US insulin market drives price reduction, providing diabetic patients with additional treatment options of lower 

costs.13 Heinemann and Hompesch claimed that biosimilar insulin will initiate a significant decrease 10-20% reduction 

in price and approximately $2-$3 billion in the national expenditure on insulin treatment.11  

   Although the introduction of competitive biosimilar insulin in the market reduces out-of-pocket costs for diabetic 

patients, Heinemann and Hompesch argued that there is no current trend in physicians prescribing biosimilar insulin 

based on any economic reason. They claimed that physicians are more focused on finding a long-term treatment plan. 

However, due to extreme prices, many uninsured patients cannot afford original insulin and may require a cheaper 

option.11  

   Cost savings inevitably increase patient uptake for biosimilar insulin, especially in uninsured patients, but many 

patients are hesitant in exchanging originator insulin for biosimilar insulin treatment due to unanswered concerns 

about safety and efficacy. By fully communicating treatment options to patients, physicians can increase the 

accessibility and affordability of insulin for their patients to be properly treated, ensuring that the patient’s health and 

diabetes is in a controlled state.  
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4. Patient and Physician Knowledge of Biosimilar Insulin 
 

Because of the lack of knowledge about biosimilar insulin regarding clinical benefits and adverse reactions, many 

diabetic patients assume that a cheaper price coincides with a poorer quality product. Patients with a misunderstanding 

of the risk, or lack of risk, of biosimilar insulin are deterred from switching to biosimilar insulin despite an economic 

benefit.  

   Despite providing a more financially accessible option to diabetic patients, Wilkins et al. stated nearly 1/5 (17%) of 

diabetic patients reported that they were “unlikely” to or would “definitely not use” biosimilar insulin.18 They stated 

that when asked, “Aside from cost, what question would you ask first about an insulin alternative (biosimilar insulin)”? 

many patients mentioned effectiveness, reliability or dependability, and side effects.18 They claimed that many patients 

asked for direct comparisons between biosimilar insulin and the insulin they were currently using.18 Patient education 

is vital in reassuring patients that cheaper prices do not coincide with poorer quality.  

   Wilkins et al. assessed patient perspectives on biosimilar insulin through a survey. They found that 66% of 

respondents were positively disposed to the idea of switching to biosimilar insulin, but the majority of patients had 

questions about the effectiveness, reliability, and asked for direct comparisons to the originator product.18 They stated 

that those who said they would not use biosimilar insulin gave reasons such as that they considered a brand name to 

be a symbol of quality, effectiveness, and trustworthiness. It was also noted that one respondent stated, “It is not 

Humalog. I know how my body acts with Humalog. I do not trust things I do not know when it comes to my health”. 

Because patients are used to their current medication, a change can be fear-inducing, which could be prevented and 

adverted with proper communication from physicians. Patient education is crucial in increasing the knowledge of 

safety, efficacy, and interchangeability of biosimilar insulin among patients.18 

   However, it is important to educate physicians further and on a deeper level first to prevent confusion and 

miscommunication between physicians and patients. Cohen et al. stated that many physicians, 76% of respondents, 

said that they wanted more information on the safety, efficacy, and potency of biosimilars, with interchangeability 

and substitutability.5 Confronting this lack of knowledge and explaining the safety and efficacy to patients could 

potentially increase the number of patients that would be receptive to switching to biosimilar insulin if given evidence 

that the originator insulin and biosimilar insulin are interchangeable. It was also stated physicians do not have proper 

knowledge on the safety and efficacy of biosimilar insulin, it is difficult for these physicians to relay accurate and 

thorough information to the patients that might require or be interested in a switch to a biosimilar insulin.5 

 

 

5. Communicating the Safety and Interchangeability of Biosimilar Insulin to Patients 
 

Because many methods of presenting adverse effects, such as the European Commission Pharmaceutical Guidelines, 

use subjective terms and verbal risk descriptors (e.g. ‘common’, ‘likely’, ‘high chance’), some physicians and patients 

overestimate the risk of switching to biosimilar insulin. Providing numerical data, such as explaining that ‘common’ 

coincides with a probability of 1-10% risk, allows more efficient communication and reduces the variability of 

interpretation of biosimilar’s adverse effects.  

   Berry et al. noted that the most influential guideline for communicating adverse effects was outlined in the European 

Commission (EC) Pharmaceutical Committee guidelines in 1998, which uses five verbal descriptors: very common, 

common, uncommon, rare, very rare.2 The EC guideline is the a commonly used method of presenting side effects of 

medications to patients today. Berry et al. stated that the frequency assigned by the EC guideline is <10% for very 

common, 1-10% for common, .1-1% for uncommon, .01 to .1% for rare, and <.01% for very rare.2 

   Berry et al. conducted an experiment with 268 students from Reading University, UK by giving the students a 

hypothetical situation in which they were prescribed a drug that was said to have five adverse effects (one for each 

verbal descriptor), and the participants were asked to estimate the percentage of the patient population that would 

experience each side effect.2 Berry et al. stated that patients estimated the very common adverse effect to have a 

probability of 65%, followed by common’s estimate of probability at 45%, uncommon’s estimate of probability at 

18%, rare’s estimate of probability at 8%, and “very rare’s estimate of probability at 4%. The aforementioned data 

shows a high overestimation of risk compared to the actual numerical value of the probability of risk outlined by the 

EC (Figure 1).2 
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Figure 1. Patient estimation of risk vs. actual risk according to EC guidelines 

 

Note: The data on the European Commission Guidelines for describing adverse effect risk is adapted from “Patient’s 

Understanding of Risk Associated with Medication Use: Impacts of European Commission Guidelines and Other 

Risk Scales” by Berry, D., Raynor, D., Knapp, P., and Bersellini, E (2003), Drug Safety, 26(1), p.2. 

 

   According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, the vocabulary definition of common is ‘occurring or appearing 

frequently’7, but the meaning of the EC’s verbal descriptor ‘common’ is substantially different with only a <10% 

probability. Patients associate the verbal risk descriptors with their respective vocabulary definitions, rather than the 

definition given by the EC guidelines. 

   According to Cohen et al., health outcomes, satisfaction of patients, safety, patient and provider communication, 

and even quality of life are impacted by what a patient is taught, or in this case, not taught.5 For example, if a patient 

deems “common” to have nearly 50% probability of having the side effect occur, the patient will be more likely to 

turn down a potentially cheaper medication that is interchangeable with the originator product they are currently using. 

The continuation of the vague verbal descriptors may lead to increased patient confusion and prevents biosimilar 

insulin from becoming an alternative to more expensive originator insulin. 

   Berry et al. suggested that alternative methods of information presentation, such as pictograms and graphical 

displays, could potentially be implemented in the verbal descriptors’ place.2 Ziegler et al. recommended that there be 

creation of a standardized method to denote probability regarding side effects and comparability of medications.19 

Berry et al. stated that when patients were given numerical data (percentages), the patients still slightly overestimated 

the probability of the occurrence of an adverse effect, but the overestimation was at a significantly lower rate.2 By 

presenting the EC Guideline’s verbal descriptors paired with the respective numerical percentages (Figure 2), the high 

overestimation of risk by patients shown in Figure 1 would be lessened, preventing confusion and unwarranted 

concern.  
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Verbal Descriptor Frequency assigned by EC Guideline 

Very Common >10% 

Common 1-10% 

Uncommon .1-1% 

Rare 0.01-.1% 

Very Rare <.01% 
 

Figure 2. Model for presenting numerical data regarding adverse effect probability paired with verbal descriptor 

 

Note: The data on the European Commission Guidelines for describing adverse effect risk is adapted from “Patient’s 

Understanding of Risk Associated with Medication Use: Impacts of European Commission Guidelines and Other Risk 

Scales” by Berry, D., Raynor, D., Knapp, P., and Bersellini, E (2003), Drug Safety, 26(1), p.2. 

 

   To show the comparability of biosimilar clinical efficacy, it is important to present the data to patients in a 

straightforward, accessible way. When managing diabetes, testing A1c levels often and keeping them at a fairly 

constant state is important. According to Wilkins et al., 2/3 of respondents had a positive attitude towards biosimilar, 

but had questions about the effectiveness, reliability, and asked for direct comparisons to the originator product.18 The 

comparison of A1c levels would be categorized within the questions the respondents had about biosimilar insulin 

versus the respective originator product.  

   Verma17, Blevins3, and Derwahl8 completed similar studies in which biosimilar insulin and originator insulin were 

compared to determine the effect on A1c levels and if a treatment option was superior to the other. In all studies, the 

A1c level after being treated with biosimilar insulin or originator insulin had less than a .5% difference, showing a 

non-significant statistical difference. Tieu et al. noted that Verma17 demonstrated an A1c of 7.80% with biosimilar 

insulin and an A1c of 7.58% with originator insulin, with only a .22% difference between the groups.15 Tieu et al. 

stated that Blevins3 indicated an A1c of 7.42% with biosimilar insulin and an A1c of 7.31% with originator insulin, 

with a .11% difference.15 It was also showed that Derwahl8 noted an A1c of 7.04% with biosimilar insulin and an A1c 

of 6.99% with originator insulin, with a non-significant difference of .05%.15 However, this similarity is difficult to 

present to patients, as patients are not aware of what these numbers mean. Presenting graphical data (Figure 3) and 

fully explaining the comparability to patients can reduce confusion and concern about safety.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Model for Presenting Side-by-Side Comparison of Clinical Efficacy Using A1c Levels 
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Note: The data on the comparison of biosimilar insulin and originator insulin A1c levels is adapted from “Efficacy 

and Safety of Biosimilar Insulins Compared to their Reference Products: A Systematic Review” by Tieu, C., Lucas, 

E., DePaola M., Rosman, L., & Alexander, G, 2018, PLoS ONE, 13(4), p.7.  

 

 

6. Conclusion and Proposal for Further Patient Education Research and Development 

 
Despite the interchangeability and the economic benefit for all diabetic patients of the increased usage and market 

sales of biosimilar insulin in the United States pharmaceutical market, biosimilar insulin has not yet been established 

as a widely used alternative to originator insulin. Patient education remains a problem in closing the gap of knowledge 

about biosimilar insulin. Currently, the European Commission Guideline for describing risk of adverse effects is a 

commonly implemented method of describing the safety of a product regarding potential adverse effects; however, 

the European Commission Guideline is not based on empirical data. In a series of studies completed by Berry et al., 

the European Commission Guideline consistently leads to the overestimation of risk by both patients and physicians2, 

inferring that the verbal risk descriptor method alone is not adequate in communicating the safety of biosimilar insulin.  

   For chronic conditions such as diabetes, patients must pay much more attention to miniscule details about lifestyle, 

diet, and most importantly the treatment they are on. It is crucial that they are on the correct amount of insulin, in 

order to balance A1c and blood sugar levels and maintain a level of relative homeostasis. Because of the importance 

of detail, it is reasonable for diabetic patients to be concerned about the comparability and safety of a new medication 

to the originator insulin they are currently prescribed.  

   Accessibility and affordability of insulin, in addition to patient knowledge and education, is an issue that diabetic 

patients face in the United States, with uninsured patients being the most affected population. Uninsured and patients 

of a lower socioeconomic status may require a cheaper alternative to originator insulin, such as biosimilar insulin, to 

properly carry out the treatment plan given by the physician. However, due to the lack of communication and 

overestimation of risk by both physicians and patients, the option of biosimilar insulin may never be presented or 

explained in such a way that patients it would benefit are deterred from choosing the interchangeable, more financially 

accessible option.   

   When educating patients on the safety and efficacy of biosimilar insulin in comparison with that of originator insulin, 

providing patients with side-by-side, graphical and numerical data on risk probability and comparability regarding 

common clinical effects, such as the reduction of A1c levels, to originator insulin prevents subjective interpretation 

and overestimation of risk and allows patients to make educated decisions about their healthcare options. 

   By understanding the inadequacy of the current methods of verbally describing risk probability and safety of 

biosimilar insulin to diabetic patients, one can apply such knowledge to future patient education models and guidelines 

in order to prompt successful communication to benefit both patients clinically and financially. 

   To improve the knowledge of biosimilar insulin for prospective diabetic patients and establish biosimilar insulin as 

a more financially feasible alternative to originator insulin, it is proposed that, with further research and experimental 

data, a standardized patient education model for physicians to relay to patients should be created, similar to Figure 2 

and Figure 3 in condensing complex data into simple numerical and graphical presentations that are easily 

understandable for all patients. A standardized patient education model for biosimilar insulin would reduce the concern 

and confusion of patients and allow physicians to have an effective format to communicate with patients about 

treatment options and to assist in finding the most accessible and affordable treatment plan for diabetic patients. 
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